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"This—why?" Zhan Tianfeng, who was holding the tea cup and was about to deliver
the tea to his mouth, couldn't help but stop the movement and frowned.

  And Yi Yuxi, who was worried, was excited at the moment, "Brother Chen, good
look. Brother Chen, it was really powerful!"

  "Your kid--" Tu Wei ate a deflated, his expression sinking, his teeth gritted.
Whispered, "Boy, you angered me. Next, I'm going to be real."

  Immediately, the real breath of TuWei's body rose dramatically, and his powerful
strength was more powerful than the Hu Xiaoquan just now. , It was twice as strong.

  The power of terror directly enveloped the entire teahouse, allowing many
ordinary people to crawl on the ground, completely unable to move.

  Zhan Tianfeng also narrowed his eyes slightly and said, "Unexpectedly, this Tu
Wei still hides his strength. It seems that his realm is not far from the Xuan level peak,
and even has reached the Xuan level peak."

  Wen Yan , Yi Yuxi, who just relaxed a little, could not help worrying again.

  "Boy, take me this trick!" Tu Wei screamed, and the powerful breath had reached
its extreme point, and he would burst out.

  But at the moment Tu Wei was about to erupt, Chen Fei reached out with his right
hand and took a volley shot.

  A "bang" sound.

  Tu Wei, who continued to the extreme, was directly slapped on the ground by
Chen Fei, trembling a few times, and then passed out.

  This scene is like a balloon that swelled to almost explode. At the last moment,



Chen Fei was deflated and slapped. Completely unexpected.

  I was thinking of watching Tu Wei's eruption so far, and Zhan Tianfeng and Luo
Han, who hit Chen Fei, are all dumbfounded at the moment.

  The feeling seemed to pour into the throat, a thick sputum that was about to be spit

out, and it was taken by Chen Fei's palm. This feeling made Zhan Tianfeng and Luo
Han uncomfortable.

  And Yi Yuxi, full of surprises, almost couldn't help but applaud.

  After solving Tu Wei with a palm, Chen Fei glanced at Luo Han, and the other
party was shocked. He fell to the ground and pretended to die, and he dared not stare at
Chen Fei.

  Then, Chen Fei looked back at Yi Yuxi, waved goodbye, and left the teahouse
step by step.

  On the seat, Zhan Tianfeng looked dull and remained silent for more than ten
seconds, until Chen Fei completely left and could not see the figure, then he said, "This
kid, I underestimated his strength. It seems that he The realm of martial arts should be

around the peak of the Xuan level and even the early level of the prefecture level."

  "However, even then, the kid is too arrogant. The Luohan was first injured, and
now TuWei is seriously injured. , But it's not a good talker, that guy will definitely not
be willing to give up."

  Yi Yuxi heard the words, suddenly his face was stiff, and his expression was
worried again.

  He looked at Master with a complicated look and said, "Master, Brother Chen said
that he made things like this for me. You must help him!"

  Zhan Tianfeng snorted coldly, "Why do I Want to help him?"

  "Besides, he is in conflict with Wanzhongchao, and it is better to fight both sides.



I'm happy to see such a scene happen."

  "Master, how can you--" Yi Yuxi looked at Zhan Tianfeng.

  Zhan Tianfeng got up and waved his hand: "Don’t say it, let’s go. The guru
lectures about martial arts will start one day. You are ready to fight for the question of
the guru and get the answer from the guru. Of course, if you can stop A guru, so

much the better."

  After talking, Zhan Tianfeng walked away with his hands behind his back.

  Behind him, Yi Yuxi looked at Master's back, the expression on his face changed,
and complex emotions that could not be spoken rushed in his heart.

  …...

  One day later, the Master's Lecture on Martial Arts was held at the Beijing
International Convention and Exhibition Center.

  It was still early in the morning, and the outside of the convention center was full
of people. The hustle and bustle crowded all the big squares.

  Moreover, looking closely, it can be found that among the people at the scene, the
martial artists accounted for nearly 70%.

  You should know that although the number of martial arts has increased since the
entrance of the Budo sect, the number of martial arts is still very small compared to the
large ordinary people. It would be good if it could be one percent.

  Therefore, there can be 70% of the martial arts among the tens of thousands of

people on the scene. This number is already a terrifying existence.

  Although there are still a few hours before the beginning of theWushu Association,
the martial arts crowded in the periphery have been heatedly discussed one by one.



  "Guru, this is Guru! I can see Guru Guru, and I heard Guru Guru's lecture, and I
died without regret."

  "I was almost bankrupt and I got a ticket. However, for me, it was worth it

  "I know it's too late . I didn't get the ticket. Is anyone willing to transfer the
ticket?"

  ………

  "I heard that at theWushu meeting, some lucky people can be selected by the guru,
and the guru will answer him carefully. Question. It would be great if I could be
selected."

  "Don't dream, this opportunity is too slim. Besides, after the ancestors of the
wealthy family family department in Beijing, there are countless people with various
backgrounds. Even if there is a chance, I am afraid that it is theirs. It is not our share."

  "I I don’t want that much. I’m content with hearing the lecture of the master.”

  ………

  “ Oh, by the way, do you know, how many masters are there this time and who

are they? "

  This is unclear, but there should be a large number of people looking at the posture
of the propaganda."

  "I heard that the number of masters participating this time is definitely more than
twenty."

  "Twenty, that's too fierce." If these gurus work together, I am afraid that the

capital will be messed up."



  "Not so serious, the real top guru did not attend!"

  ...

  "I heard the news, Guru Qin Linqiu will come, Guru Luyang will come." "

  " I also heard that the military side, Grandmaster Zhao Yunkai will attend, but he
is a good player in the military!"

  "These grandmasters don't seem to be too famous, nor are they too powerful, are
not on the Shenlong list. Ah!"

  "What kind of joke do you have, Master on the Dragon List, don't laugh if you
want them to attend. Those are top-level characters, not something we can contact."

  "However, I heard the news that Linglong II General Mu Ningbian Mu will come.
He should be the strongest presence among the guru attending this time!"

  "The second commander of the spirit dragon is indeed powerful enough. However,
recently with the establishment of the clan committee, the spirit dragon His power has
been diluted a lot, and Master Mu Ningbian is not as good as before."

  "It's not as good as it used to be. It's a very powerful existence. After all, Master
Mu is the 88th place in the Dragon List. It is definitely a master."
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